J. Fletcher Creamer & Son, Inc.
C O N T R A C T O R S

Safety

By John E. Papandrea
When we look back at 2018 we can say it was a very good year for
J. Fletcher Creamer & Son as it relates to Safety. Under the mantle
of ‘Safety is our #1 Goal’ we add, ‘Go home to your families the
same way you arrived.’
All construction companies concern themselves with the industry
related metrics that our clients use to measure our safety record.
Once again J. Fletcher Creamer & Son, Inc. was well below
industry averages. To achieve consistent positive results means
every employee, from the top to the bottom, needs to pull in the
same direction towards our ultimate goal of ZERO incidents.
While we are always presented with challenges given the changes
that occur on our jobsites, those challenges become opportunities
to find solutions that enable us to perform at a high level. 2018 was
no different. We believe that the level of commitment to proper
planning will always lead to a path of success.
In 2019, J. Fletcher Creamer & Son will continue to strive for
ZERO incidents. There will be a focus on human performance
safety. This is geared towards providing employees with human
error reduction skills that change behaviors with the main goal
and objective to avoid incidents. An incident/error occurs when a
person fails to exhibit the desired behavior attributed to a specific
task. The human performance training will allow employees to
“see” safety differently so that “best behaviors” are executed.
With these thoughts in mind, we look forward to another year of
continued improvement and success.
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Guide Rail Project in Delaware
A variety of types of safety devices installed
By Tom Gober

Estimator: Jackie Cubbedge
Project Manager: Bill Yost
Project Superintendent: Jack Blazer
Project Engineer: Tom Gober
Foremen: Bryan Ransom, Eli King, John Froehlich, Marcos Guzman

The Delaware Department of Transportation (DelDOT) had a busy year
in 2017 when they advertised and began multiple projects statewide. J.
Fletcher Creamer and Son, Inc. (Creamer) participated in many of them.
One specific project, with a very diverse scope, was the rehabilitation of
Centre Road (SR-141) in New Castle County. The pavement along SR-141,
which was installed 30 years earlier, had begun to deteriorate because of an
alkali silica reaction. The general contractor awarded the project was tasked
with rehabilitating the failing asphalt. In addition, the contract included the
installation of 4,600 linear feet of guide rail, 2,200 linear feet of guide rail
mounted hand railing and 1,800 linear feet of new cable barrier.
The general contractor broke ground on the project in October of 2017,
and Creamer arrived on site in March of 2018, to re-lap the existing guide
rail for the first traffic switch. (Re-lapping is when the rail overlap joint is
reversed. When traffic is reversed the overlapped joints are reversed so that
the overlap is going with the flow of traffic.) Creamer returned in June of
2018 when we were called to replace most of the old guide rail.
It was during October and November that Creamer deployed two crews
to drill and pour the concrete foundations for the cable barrier line posts.
That work was followed by the post installation and tensioning of the cable
barrier. November also saw the remaining guide rail installed.
The project came full circle the week of November 12th when we relapped existing guide rail, so the road could be opened just before the
Thanksgiving holiday. Remaining work on the project includes change
order guide rail work, and the installation of the special hand railing in the
northbound right shoulder. This too was a galvanized steel component.
Rock encountered in the median provided a challenge that needed to
be resolved for continued success. A rock drill was used to complete
the work in these areas. Some ingenuity was required to produce a
piece of equipment that would expedite installing inserts in the concrete
foundations for the cable posts. Truck mounted cable reels were used to
string out the cable.

Guide rail in place with asphalt non veg area

Based on the general contractor’s schedule, the project is expected to be
complete in the summer of 2019.

Did you know? Our galaxy has approximately 250 billion stars and it is estimated by astronomers that there are 100 billion other galaxies in the universe. 1

Critical Water Main Repair
16” line from water tower springs leak
By Andrew Puk
Estimator: Terrell Maroney
Project Manager: Andrew Puk
Superintendent: Rob Walsh
Project Engineer: Vincent Erdlen
Foreman: Fernando Diaz

Early in 2018, New Jersey American Water (NJAW) was alerted to
a leaking water main along 46th street in Ocean City, New Jersey.
Ocean City is a barrier island on the South Jersey shoreline.
After an investigation by another contractor, NJAW confirmed
that the 16” prestressed concrete cylinder pipe (PCCP) directly
feeding Ocean City from their water tower had failed at a bell
joint. The contractor was able to install a temporary repair clamp
slowing the leak, but NJAW knew further action was needed
prior to the imminent busy summer season on the island. In the
event of a failure during the summer months, NJAW would have
a complete water loss to most of the island town of Ocean City. It
was determined that even in the spring months, the tank feeding the
island would be unable to sustain the high weekend water demands.
In March 2018, NJAW contacted J. Fletcher Creamer & Son, Inc.
(Creamer) to discuss the situation. The Water Company elected
to utilize Creamer’s extensive knowledge in the water industry to
assist in assessing the leak and designing a repair.
Schematic of the proposed repair

Creamer and NJAW have a long history of working together.
All types of work are contracted with NJAW from new main
installation to pipeline rehabilitation and emergency repairs. In
this instance, Creamer worked diligently with NJAW to design a
repair procedure that would eliminate the possible water loss to
the surrounding area. This would be an aggressive repair schedule.
On May 7th, crews mobilized to perform preliminary work
including the installation of bypass piping, excavation,
shoring and dewatering systems. Dewatering sumps were
installed adjacent to the proposed work area and both 4-inch
and 2-inch bypass pipe were used to connect the tower with
an existing hydrant and other facilities. The bypass was able
to maintain pressure in the existing system. On May 14th,
after all prep work was completed, work commenced with
the water main outage starting the clock on a weekday-only
shutdown. The existing pipe was originally installed on
timber pile bents and crews were able to install the new pipe
on the same bents as planned. New gate valves and butterfly
vales were included in the new configuration.
Crews executed the work perfectly, completing the new water
main installation according to the detailed plan. The entire
project, including prep time and restoration, was complete in
two weeks. The tank was put back in service one week prior
to the 2018 Memorial Day Weekend.
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New 16" pipe with valves and thrust block

Substation Nears
Completion in New York
Power systems upgrades
in the area continue
By Dan Fowler
Transformer slab in place

J. Fletcher Creamer & Son, Inc. (Creamer)
began working for Orange & Rockland
Utility Company (O&R) on their Ramapo
Substation project located in Hillburn,
New York in August of 2018. This contract
involved the demolition of the existing
substation yard foundations, construction of
a new temporary transformer pad, and the
construction of new yard foundations for
various structures.
Also included in the scope of work was
the installation of two 6-foot diameter
drilled shafts to a depth of 20 feet. These

foundations were designed to support the
structural steel A Frame that was installed to
connect the station to the transmission cables.
The greatest challenge on the project was
dealing with an extremely small work area.
The contract required that most of the soil
from the foundation excavations should
be reused. With limited space to work, a
stockpile area for the soil was very limited.
Creamer was able to work with O&R to
allocate additional space that had not been
considered prior to the start of work. This
opened our work area, allowing crews to

Estimator: Mike Rose
Project Manager: Dan Fowler
Project Superintendent: Chris Stumpf
Project Engineer: Alexander Terenik
Foremen: Acacio Fonseca, Peter Mullikin, Meka Qamil

work safer and eliminated the need to truck
material off-site.
Coordination and execution of the work
was critical, as a lot of work was outage
dependent. With all the hurdles, crews were
able to maintain the all-important contract
schedule. Crews were complimented on
the corporate culture of safety, quality of
work and professionality that they displayed
throughout the entire project.
There is still a small quantity of work to
be completed on-site this spring. Creamer
needs to complete the transformer
containment wall after O&R sets their
transformer, and we have been requested to
perform some additional site work to dress
up the roadways and yard stone.

Below: Pedestal for substation structural steel
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Blasting: A lost art?
By George Kreis
Vice-President

When I was asked to write an article on a subject of my choosing,
I thought long and hard and decided to tell the story of our blasting
operation here at Creamer.
Blasting. The controlled use of explosives to excavate, break down or
remove rock.
I selected one of our ongoing Creamer – Sanzari, JV projects that
has quite a bit of blasting. That would be the Rte. 3, Route 46, Valley
Road and Notch /Rifle camp Road Interchange, Contract A in Clifton
New Jersey. It is a large road and bridge project for the New Jersey
Department of Transportation (NJDOT) and is in an area crowded with
commercial and residential vehicular traffic. It is a heavily populated
residential area and there are many large businesses in the immediate
vicinity. The project is led by Project Manager Joe Vavrence,
Superintendent Sean Desmet and Project Engineer Gabby Grompone.

Those responsible for the safe effective rock removal on the project are:
Master Blaster: Merritt (Tex) McAlinden
Driller: Vincent Condina
Drill Trainee / Powder Handlers: Eileen Copko, Giovanni Pietropaolo
J. Fletcher Creamer & Son, Inc. has been self-performing blasting
operations for decades. Through the years we have blasted rock
for bridge foundations, highways, building foundations and utility
installations.
In another instance, we utilized the blasting method to remove
underwater bridge pier foundations on Rte. 3 in Clifton, New Jersey.
Having this discipline of work in our already very diverse portfolio is
another way that we believe separates us from the competition. And it
is all done with a safety-first attitude.

Blasting started on this project in August 2017
and will be complete in the fall of 2019. Rock
removal by blasting is required for several
items; drainage structures, a drainage basin,
utility lines and a new culvert for Third River.
Much of the blasting is performed adjacent
to active utility lines (gas, water and sewer),
residential homes, a restaurant and of course
the traffic on Rte. 46. In many cases the rock
was shot prior to the bulk excavation in certain
areas allowing for easier removal.
In some instances, a full traffic stoppage on the
highway was required and was handled by the
New Jersey State Police or the local police.
All shots were monitored by seismograph and
decibel sound level meters by a subcontractor.
A Company owned seismograph was used for
Company records. All shots adhered to the
New Jersey Department of Labor standards for
monitoring of all vibrations generated by the
blasting work.
Due to the proximity of existing structures the
NJDOT imposed post bid restrictions on the
blasting parameters. This required a rework
of standard blast designs, including drill hole
patterns and less explosives per event, all
of which factored into the limits of blasting
productions. The blasting crew travels with
rock drills, blasting mats and a Creamer vehicle
equipped with a powder and cap magazine.
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Powder in place, wiring up caps

Trench blasted for utilities

Emergency Services
Crews are at the ready at all times
By Robert A. Flock

For many years J. Fletcher Creamer & Son, Inc. (Creamer) has contracted with
numerous entities to perform emergency services. Depending on the contract
and owner this can mean a quick response for anything from sewer and water
repairs to collapsed streets, flooding, conduit repair, guide rail replacements,
and a myriad of other unpredictable events. Sometimes it can require our
crews to support a utility or town crew with excavation and shoring services
or anything else that the owner’s forces need assistance with. Creamer forces
will respond with our knowledge and expertise anywhere, anytime.
For water and sewer breaks various pieces of equipment and material
are needed in a timely fashion. A very important piece of equipment
are pumps, which are always available in various sizes. For large pipe
repairs, shoring is most likely going to be required. Trench boxes of
all sizes and a large inventory of slide rail shoring is readily available
from our yards at any time. Wood
shoring is a part of the standard
inventory as well as maintaining a
variety of pipe materials in stock.
We also partner with suppliers that
have the ability to react 24/7.
When it comes to equipment,
Creamer has a modern wellmaintained fleet of over 2600
pieces available on a moment’s
notice. Company owned lowboys,
boom trucks and on-call vendors
handle the equipment and material
transportation.

Above: Large diameter repair

Below: Slip lining repair
Above: Broken pipe exposted
after shutdown

At Creamer we have a rotating
At right: 60 inch blows hole
list of knowledgeable crews and
in side of road adjacent to
management available around the
the Raritan Canal
clock, 365 days per
year. Our on-call staff
will receive the call
and dispatch a crew
immediately. Along
with labor crews a
safety supervisor
is dispatched. That
person will work with
the labor crew to plan
any activities in a safe
working environment.
An on-call dispatcher
handles the movement
Major washout takes a car for a ride
of equipment required.
It is a system that has
been in place for years and allows us to respond to any event in a prompt time
frame. Crews are able to draw resources from our many offices and yards.
Corporate Core Values
Safety / Quality / Reliability/ Integrity / Productivity
We are proud of our record for safe emergency response and consider it a very
important part of our core values of Reliability with Safety in mind always. Our
greatest selling point is our Reputation.
Every day is lost in which we do not learn something useful. Man has no nobler or more valuable possession than time.
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Water Main Replacement in Maryland
Queens project near completion
By Patrick Shannon

Estimator: Dave Koger
Project Manager: Patrick Shannon
Project Superintendent: Jim Revty
Project Engineer: Curtis Hoover
Foremen: Jason Smith

In July 2018, J. Fletcher Creamer & Son Inc. (Creamer)
began construction on a contract with Washington
Suburban Sanitary Commission (WSSC) that included
the replacement of 10,366 lf of 4”-10” water main, 188
house services and 19 fire
hydrants in Fort Washington,
Maryland. Creamer has
numerous similar projects with
WSSC in Maryland as part of
their system wide upgrades.
The ‘Queens Water Main
Replacement’ project was
a little different in that it
included the replacement of
220 lf of existing 6" cast iron
pipe with 8" fusible PVC using
the pipe bursting method. This
section of pipe was designed
for bursting because the water
main is located at the end of
a court and runs between two
Bursting equipment begins to enter pipe
homes and through a wooded
area. Conventional open trench
installation techniques would require removing multiple trees and
considerable damage to the two properties.
Pipe bursting is a trenchless method of installing water mains. We
begin by excavating a launching and receiving pit at each end of the
run. The existing pipe between the pits is split as the new main is
pulled through the void of the split existing main. The pipe bursting
was successfully completed at the end of February 2019 and ,at the
time of this writing, the crew is waiting on water sample results prior
to placing the new main back into service.
Bursting power pack set up in trench

Connecting pipe to bursting equipment

The new mainline pipe was ductile iron and the services were copper.
The new pipe was installed by crews after a by-pass pipe was set up,
tested and put into service to maintain water service to all residents.
There was an average of three crews on the project. To avoid having
any customers out of service, they did work some nights, in the
residential area, to make the tie ins from the old pipe to the new pipe.
All the other water main and services were installed by Creamer
crews from July 2018 to January 2019. The only remaining activity
is the final road restoration. We anticipate all work completed by the
end of May 2019. This will be well ahead of the contract completion
date of April 2020.

A Welcome Thank You Note...
Hat’s off to every member of the crew!
December 11, 2018
Dear Mr. Walsh,
I would like to take a moment to compliment your employees,
who recently completed a guide rail and cable barrier project in
District 4. All the men on the project were a pleasure to work
with on a daily basis.
Your staff on the project were very respectful, professional,
hardworking and responsive. Although this particular project
came with some difficult challenges, these men remained
composed and were confident the project would be completed
to PennDOT standards.
The crew of employees, led by Chris Cruz, are a very
valuable asset to your organization. The crew was made up
with Dan Oliveira, Chris Cruz, Andrew Filer, Nate Ortiz,
Mike Mecsey. Al Nogue, Albert Rodrigues, Alex Torres, Ray
Vega and Robert Wagner.
These are the type of employees that make a company
successful. Please thank them for a job well done.
Thank you,
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Kevin Conway
Transportation Construction Inspector Supervisor
PA Department of Transportation / Engineering District 4

Pipeline Rehabilitation Project Completed
Cement mortar lining in Maryland
By Rebekah Rohrbaugh

Estimator: Dave Koger
Project Manager: Joseph Wielepski
Project Superintendent: Jim Revty
Project Engineer: Rebekah Rohrbaugh
Foreman: Jason Smith

In November 2017, J. Fletcher Creamer (Creamer)
was awarded a pipeline rehabilitation contract by
the Anne Arundel County Department of Public
Works. The scope of work included the cleaning
and cement mortar line (CCML) 14,000 lf of 6”
through 12” cast iron pipe and the cleaning of
4,800 lf of 6” through 8” ductile iron pipe. The
project was in Arnold, Maryland.

The water main prior to cleaning and lining

through the course of the project. Also included
in the scope of work was the replacement of
sixty-six valves ranging from 6” to 12” and
twenty-three hydrants.

CCML is a method of water main rehabilitation
used when tuberculation builds up inside the cast
iron main, causing flow issues. The tuberculation
10" fused by-pass pipe
Typical of this process, the pipe is inspected
is scraped from the main, and a thin layer of
using
CCTV
after
cleaning
and again after the lining is complete. The
cement mortar is sprayed on the inside surfaces of the existing main. A
post
cleaning
video
inspection
allows crews to review the mains and
smooth towel finish is applied, smoothing the surface and preventing
ensure
that
they
were
structurally
sound. In addition, it shows the
tuberculation in the future. The CCML method is used when the
crews
any
obstacles
or
lead
joints
that would have to be removed prior
structural integrity of the pipe is sound. Creamer has performed this
to
lining.
The
post
lining
video
inspection
verified that the cement
pipeline rehabilitation process around the United States.
mortar lining contained no defects that would require repairs, and that
Ductile iron pipe is factory lined, so these sections were to be cleaned, none of the service taps were plugged by the lining material.
but did not require the application of an additional lining.
After cleaning the 4,800 lf of what was supposed to be 6-8” factory
lined ductile iron pipe, crews discovered that it was unlined cast iron
The project was initially broken into thirteen phases of work. The
pipe. This resulted in additional work and a time extension to line
Creamer project team instead submitted a proposal to complete
these additional sections.
the project in three phases. The first phase required the use of
approximately 2,900 lf of 10-12” fusible high-density polyethylene
Another change order added the replacement of 113 galvanized
(HDPE) bypass. The second and third phases together totaled
services to the scope of work. Creamer replaced the water house
approximately 15,300 lf of 2-4” bypass. The use of temporary bypass
connections from the water main up to the property lines and installed
pipe allowed Creamer to remove the water mains from service and
new meter pits.
complete the cleaning and lining work without interrupting the water
flow to residents in the area.
Work started in February 2018 with an original contract completion
date in August 2018. The change orders extended the contract and all
There were 123 pits excavated to access the pipe. The access pits
work was completed in December 2018.
were covered with steel road plates which had to be maintained

Some Recent Projects:
NJDEP Coastal Engineering – Emergency demolition & removal of
timber transfer bridge, Liberty State Park, Jersey City, New Jersey.
New Jersey Natural Gas – Install 94,000 lf of 30” steel gas main,
Ocean County, New Jersey.
PSE&G – Demolition, pipe piles, GIS foundation, GIS erection,
misc. foundations, transmission containment, Port Street Sub Station,
Newark, New Jersey.

Greggo & Ferrara, Inc. – Install 3 cantilevered sign structures on
drilled shafts, 2,200 lf of guide rail, ground mounted signs, New
Castle, Delaware.
Borough of Fort Lee – Bluff Road Pump Station emergency repairs,
Fort Lee, New Jersey.
PSE&G – Oakland District, install 70,000 lf of plastic gas main,
Oakland, New Jersey.

American Water Military Services – Design / Build 4,700 lf of 10” –
18” PVC water main, Fort Meade, Maryland.

Middlesex County – Install beam guide rail and impact attenuators,
Middlesex County, New Jersey.

JCMUA (Jersey City Municipal Utilities Authority) – Slip line 554
lf sanitary sewer including bypassing of system flows, Jersey City,
New Jersey.

Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission (WSSC) – Replace
13,800 lf of 4” – 12” CIP, renew valves, hydrants and services. Task
order #52, Potomac Maryland.
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101 East Broadway
Hackensack, NJ 07601

Historic Bridge Removed at
Liberty State Park

Facility brought memories of days gone by

Historic arch bridges that were a part of a larger system of transferring rail cars on
and off barges were removed after being severely damaged after Hurricane Sandy
in 2012. The damage caused one of the bridges to fall into the Hudson River.

Estimator: Dominick Quartuccio, Sr.
Project Manager: Fred Wussow
Superintendent: Ken Wooley
Project Engineer: David Rodgers

These Arched Transfer Bridges were built in 1910 by the Central Railroad of New
Jersey to move rail cars and materials into and out of their Jersey City Terminal.
From 1892 to 1954 this terminal operated as the largest rail hub in the New Jersey/
New York Metropolitan Area.

By Fred Wussow

In October 2018, J. Fletcher Creamer & Son, Inc. (Creamer)was awarded a
contract by the NJDEP Division of Coastal Engineering, to remove the two historic
arched transfer bridges. Later in October Creamer mobilized two 40’ x 120’ barges
at docking facilities in Keasbey, New Jersey.

The transfer bridge is unique in that it must function as
a movable bridge for the purpose of allowing adjustment
between the top of rail elevation on land and on the car
float. In New York Harbor, the typical tidal fluctuation
is up to10 feet. While both rail and highway movable
bridges were opened to allow marine traffic to pass, they
did not operate under live loads as did transfer bridges.
Transfer bridge live loads include locomotives and rail
cars that vary in weight due to their changing cargo.

At the pinnacle of this rail / marine period, over 6000 freight cars per day were
transported across the river by car float. The equipment barge was covered with
timber crane mats to allow for a Komatsu PC-400 to traverse the barge with a La
Bounty RDG 120 grapple attachment. This equipment was utilized to grab any
debris in the water and all the parts of the two bridges that were still standing. A
second barge was fitted out with precast barrier curb on the perimeter that acted as
walls to contain the steel and wood debris that was collected.
The barges were pushed up from Keasbey to Jersey City on November 5th. Work
commenced immediately and was completed on November 12th. All debris was
collected and both barges were returned to Keasbey where they were unloaded.
This was a short duration but interesting project. It is not very often that you watch
history disappear.

& Son, Inc.
Pipeline is a newsletter publi
shed by J. Fletcher Creamer
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